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Light reconnaissance strike group

A schematic of the Reconnaissance Strike Group (RSG) proposed by Douglas McGregor. Dr. Douglas McGregor, Intelligence Briefing on Reconnaissance Strike Groups (RSGs) Presented in the FY17 Defense Authorization Bill, October 31, 2016, will they redesign their force structure as
the U.S. Army and Marine Corps work together to define a multidomain fight, a joint concept for waging war in the near future? This seems possible, at least in the Army. Congress has already ordered the proposed changes to be evaluated. In the ongoing debate over U.S. Army read-up,
Daniel L. Davis, senior fellow for defense priorities in the national interest, highlights one idea that may have come: the Reconnaissance Strike Group (RSG). The RSG concept is the brains of Douglas McGregor (LTC, U.S. Army, retired), Gulf War combat veterans, military thinkers, and the
author, who gained a reputation as Gadfly for his forced criticism of U.S. land warfare doctrine and recent combat operations. McGregor has been an outspoken advocate since the 1990s for reorganizing the Army to fully take advantage of the advantages promised by military revolution and
operational warfare. Congress will involve McGregor's argument following a sober assessment of the impact of Russia's successful military campaign in Ukraine. He gained a strong backer after briefing Sen. John McCain, chairman of the Senate Armed Affairs Committee, in January 2015.
McCain then arranged for McGregor to brief other senators and congressional staff on his assessment of relative U.S. and Russian military power, as well as the concept of RSG. In January 2016, the National Committee on the Future of the Army, created by the National Defense
Authorization Act of 2015, recommended that Congress require the Army to evaluate the design and operational concepts of alternative combat forces, including the RSG. Section 1091 of the Defense Authorization Act of 2017, signed by President Barack Obama in October 2016, directed
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Chairman of the Army's General Staff to report separately on alternative Army operational concepts and organizational designs known as reconnaissance strike groups. (It is not clear whether this wording applies only to RSG or to other



concepts and designs.) In consultation with the Commander-in-Chief of U.S. European Command, the JCS Chairman and the Army Chief of Staff should, respectively, assess operational benefits, the combination of possible forces under programmed end strength, the estimated cost of
assessing potential force structure changes, and the sufficientness and risk of strategic force. As a result, each is independently reviewed and evaluated by a federally funded research and development center. FinalAn independent review, the recommendations of the JCS chairman and the
Army Chief of Staff, are expected to be submitted to the Armed Services Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives until october 2017, sooner or later. Battle of RSG and Multidomain Since the passage of the 2017 NDAA, the Army has publicly announced a multidomain
combat operations concept and has promised to develop it in partnership with the Marine Corps. It is not clear how this will affect rsg conceptual evaluation. On that front, RSG appears bespoke for multidomain fights. But while McGregor was lobbying on his behalf in 2015, LTG H.R.
McMaster, then commander of the U.S. Army Center for Capacity Integration, was reported to be skeptical. McMaster appeared to disagree with McGregor's claim that the current structure of the Army Brigade combat team was too heavy and too deep to fight effectively in a hybrid war
environment. He suggested that the RSG proposed by McGregor was insufficiently manned to perform pivotal stabilization work and was too logistically lightly supported. These disagreements were likely more apparent than reality. McMaster focuses on cross-domain fires as one of the
solutions to the challenges of Russia's military power and anti-access/area denial environment, strikingly similar to McGregor's concept of all weapons/all effects RSG. The features mcGregor advocates and advocates for RSG compote go very closely to the current conceptualization of
multidomain battles. If the Army does not adopt the RSG, there will probably be very similar developments. That's not to the fact that multidomain battles and RSGs don't face some serious opposition within the Army. The changes they transplant have a serious impact on armor and aerial
branches and more traditional combat concepts. In the next article, we will take a closer look at the concept of RSG and its possibilities. Navy SEALS conducting special reconnaissance in Afghanistan, the 2002 Special Reconnaissance (SR) is usually conducted by a small unit of highly
trained military personnel, from special forces and military intelligence agencies working behind enemy lines, avoiding direct combat and detection by the enemy. As a role, SR is different from commando operations, but both are most likely to run in the same unit. The SR's role often
includes the secret direction of aerial and missile attacks deep in enemy lines, the placement of remotely monitored sensors, and the preparation of other special forces. Like other special forces, SR forces could also conduct direct action and unconventional wars, including guerrilla
operations. In terms of intelligence, SR is the discipline of the Human Intelligence (HUMINT) collection. That operational control is likely to be inside.Humint cells, or in some cases operation staffing. Such personnel are trained not only for intelligence collection, but also for other missions, so
they are usually systematically prepared for reporting, maintaining clan destin communications to HUMINT organizations. They operate much further than the friendliest scouting and monitoring units ahead. They may be tens to hundreds of miles deep. Under [citation required] international
law, according to the Hague Convention of 1907[1] or the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, the SR is not considered a spy if a combatant is wearing a proper uniform regardless of formation. However, some countries do not respect these legal protections, as was the case with the Nazi
commando order of World War II, which was outlawed in the Nuremberg trials. History This section requires additional citations for validation. Improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unso supplied materials may be challenged and removed. (May 2014) (Learn how and
when to delete this template message.) SR has been a feature of the army since ancient times, but this task has a special unit with a date from the lead-up to The Second World War. In 1938, the British Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) and the War Office set up a special research
department (Section D and Military Intelligence (Study) to investigate possible destructive activity and how to attack other enemies. These later merged with propaganda unit EH in 1940, forming the basis for the Special Operations Executive (SOE), which conducts irregular war operations
in occupied Europe. In 1941, North African campaign volunteers from the Allies were formed, and under the auspices of the British Army, a long-range desert group for reconnaissance and raids behind italian lines, as well as a commando group of special air services, was formed. In 1942,
following the beginning of the Pacific Theatre in World War II, the Allied Intelligence Service was established in Australia. They included special forces who took on reconnaissance behind Coast watchers and enemy positions, with australian, British, New Zealand and other Allied personnel
as being asked to do so. During the Winter War (1939-40) and the Continuing War, which was the name of the Finnish Theatre of World War II, which was active from 1941 to 1944, Finland adopted several Kaukoparti (long-distance patrol) units. The U.S. government established the Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) in June 1942, modeled after the UK SOE. After the end of the war, the OSS became the basis of the CIA. During the Vietnam War, each division and brigade in the country trained long-range reconnaissance patrol personnel , now known as long-range
surveillance units. But the U.S. Army's 5th Special Forces Group held an advanced course in the technology of potential Army and Marine Corps team patrolsThe Recondo School in Nha Tran, Vietnam, is intended to find enemy guerrillas and flagship North Vietnamese Army units, artillery
spotting, intelligence gathering, forward air raids and bomb damage assessments. During the war on terror, the U.S. Army began to develop a limited number of special reconnaissance platoons at the battalion level of conventional infantry units. These platoons, most often made up of
Ranger-qualified soldiers, were given advanced training choices so they could work closely with special forces and U.S. government agencies. [5] Long-range surveillance and special reconnaissance See: Special Reconnaissance Organization Conventional forces will have scout platoons
that can perform limited reconnaissance at the battalion level, often across the main lines of the army. For example, the reorganized U.S. Army Brigade Combat Team, the new U.S. Army Action Corps, has gained reconnaissance squadrons (i.e., light battalion-sized units). The U.S. Army
Battlefield Surveillance Brigade (BfSB) specializes in long-range surveillance (LRS) companies. [6] Long-range surveillance teams operate cavalry scouts behind enemy positions, deep in enemy territory, in front of battalion reconnaissance teams and in their assigned areas of interest. The
duration of the LRS mission depends on the equipment and supplies the team needs to carry, the distance traveled to the area of interest, and the availability of the supply. LRS teams typically operate for up to seven days without resupply depending on the terrain and weather. SR units are
armed enough because if their penetration support is detected that they need time to reach them, they may have to defend themselves. During the 1991 Gulf War, British SAS and U.S. Army and Air Force Special Operations forces were originally sent behind enemy lines to find mobile Iraqi
Scud tactical ballistic missile launchers to direct them to airstrikes. However, delays in air support can cause patrols to attack key Scud system elements with their own weapons and explosives. There are obvious risks to doing so, but [2] SR-trained units operate evenly. Motorcycles, four-
wheel drive vehicles, or multiple helicopter lifts may be used in the operating area, or they may have climbing or underwater capabilities. Most SR units are trained with advanced helicopter movements and at least basic parachutes. Some SRs have advanced parachute features from HAHO
and HALO. The SR has more organic support capabilities, including long-distance communications, perhaps signal intelligence, other means of collecting technical intelligence, and usually at least one medical technician who can do more than basic first aid. All of these organizations have
special operational roles, and SRs are often done by experts in them. A specific organization is responsible for respondingContaminated by chemicals, biological agents, or radioactivity. Since reconnaissance is a basic military skill, special reconnaissance refers to the nature of operational
means and missions in the desired area. In U.S. Army doctrine[8][9] there are five basic factors: physical distance: the area of the operation may be well beyond the front lines of the army, and special skills are required to reach the area. Political considerations: The insertion of cran destins
may also be a requirement. Language skills and political awareness can be important if you need to work with local staff. Availability of specialized skills and expertise required: The most basic requirement of SR is to remain unedested and may require special skills and equipment. If you
need to gather intelligence, you may need skills everywhere, from advanced photography to remote sensor operations. Threat capability: This is usually related to the need to stay clan destined against opposing forces with advanced intelligence capabilities. Such capabilities may be organic
to power or available from sponsoring third countries. Subsequent special forces missions: This is the concept of preparing for other functions such as unconventional warfare (UW) (guerrilla) and foreign domestic defense (FID) (i.e. counterinsurin) operations. Because special forces that
perform the appropriate mission SR are typically multivalent, an SR mission may be intelligence gathering that supports other functions such as rebellion, foreign internal defense (FID), guerrilla/non-traditional warfare (UW), and direct action (DA). Other missions may address target
identifying and planning, guiding, and evaluating attacks against targets. Target analysis can be done in either location. If an airstrike or missile attack is carried out after the SR team has left the AO, the sr aspect is intelligence, but if the SR team provides a strike while it is present, corrects
and evaluates it, the SR mission will be related to the fire. Intelligence-related missions All SR missions collect intelligence, even by the way. Before the mission, the SR team typically investigates all available and relevant information about the operational area (AO). In that mission, we
review, amplify, correct, or refute this information. Assessments are a prerequisite for other special operations missions such as UW and HID, even if they are by Clan Destin SR or a bright research team. A DA or counterterrorism (CT) usually means Clandestin SR, and waterways, weather
and geographic reconnaissance mission planners may not know whether a given force can travel on a particular route. These variables are waterways, weather, and geography. The SR team can solve traffic and forsability and find obstacles and barriers. [9]: 1-4 MASINT sensors meet most
of these requirements. The SRYou can place remotely operated weather instrumentation. Portable devices that determine water depth and bottom properties are readily available as more sophisticated devices for commercial fishing equipment and military naval operations. The remote
display of MASINT sensors to determine beach traffic is experimental. Sometimes simple observation or use of penetrometers or weighted cones is required. But these should be done on the actual site. Beach readings are often assigned to Navy SR units like U.S. Navy SEALS and The
British Special Boat Service. Beach and shallow water reconnaissance directly assisted the invasion just before the amphibious landing and sr. Determine if a given beach, not an SR, is suitable for any landing before an operational decision to invade. Between the SR and direct action to
support amphibious operations, there is a blurred line, with the first goal of using it as a surveillance base and for support functions when the outer islands are captured. - Attack by elements of kerama rhett's 77th infantry division before the main battle was a large-scale operation by SR
standard, but it is an early example. Operation Trudy Jackson captured the island in the mouth of the harbor before the Battle of Inchn by a CIA/military team led by Navy LT Eugene Clark, landed at Yonghung-do and is much more in sr/DA territory. Clark seems to have led numerous SR
and DA operations during the Korean War, some of which may still be classified. IINT Basic Photography[9]: C-9 -C-14 and sketching are usually skills for everyone who performs SR missions. More advanced photography techniques may require additional training or professional mounting.
Due to the low observability of small UAVs, lightweight unmanned aerial vehicles with image and other intelligence gathering capabilities are potentially useful for SRs. SR team members can be trained to use them or attached professionals. The UAV can use one or more sensors to send
what it sees to either the SR team or the monitoring headquarters. Potential sensors include stable, highly enlarged photos, low-light TVs, thermal imaging devices, and imaging radars. Large UAVs that may be under the operational control of the SR team may use additional sensors,
including portable acoustic and electro-optical systems. If there is a SIGINT ground requirement behind the SIGINT (and EW) enemy positions, appropriate technical separation may be attached to the SR element. In Operation SIGINT, the basic build-up to the U.S. Marine Corps
Reconnaissance (Force Recon) is the separation of six people from the Radio Reconnaissance Platoon. There is a SIGINT platoon within the intelligence company of the new Marine Special Operations Support Group. [10] Army SpecialIt has a special operations team - Alpha that can be
operated by or independently on a sci-fi team. This low-level collection team usually has four men. Their main equipment is the AN/PRD-13 SOF SIGINT Manpack System (SSMS) with directional detection from 2MHz to 2GHz and monitoring functions from 1 to 1400MHz, with the ability to
use computer networks and advanced communication systems. The Uk 18 (UKSF) Signal Regiment will send SIGINT[13] personnel, including the 264 (SAS) Signal Squadron and the SBS Signal Squadron, to provide information technology enhancements to specialist SIGINT, secure
communications and operations units. They may be playing a counterterrorism role in Iraq on the UK-US Joint Task Force Black. If the unit is required to perform an aggressive electronic battle, the clandistanity requires that any ECM device be remotely controlled, at least by the SR unit or,
preferably, by remote electronic combat personnel after the SR team has left the area. [15] MASINT and remote monitoring passive MASINT sensors can be used tactically in SR missions. Data transmission does not interfere with clan destining, as SR personnel can replace unmanned
MASINT sensors such as earthquakes, magnetism, other personnel and vehicle detectors for subsequent remote activity. Remote sensing is generally understood to have begun in 1961 with a US operation on the Lao part of the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Under the direction of the CIA, Lao
nationals were trained to observe and photograph traffic on the trail. [16] This produces very limited results, and in 1964, project LEAPING LENA parachuted in a team in Montagnale, Vietnam, led by Vietnamese special forces. Leaping LENA's very limited results have resulted in two
changes. First, the U.S.-led SR team was sent in a U.S.-led team under Project Delta. Second, these Army teams worked closely with the U.S. Air Force Forward Air Traffic Controller (FAC), which was very helpful in directing U.S. airstrikes by high-speed fighter-bombers, barrel ROLLS in
northern Laos, and Operation Steel Tiger. FACs were immediately helpful, masint had not yet been built as a term, but the use of remote geophysical MASINT sensors greatly improved ground cooperation. [17] The original sensor, a dim ancestor of today's technology, began with air supply
sensors under Operation Igloo White, including air-feed akobui and spike buoy acoustic sensors. [18] These queue monitoring machines sent data to a processing center in Thailand, from where they sent target information to the Delta team. Close to today's SR embar placement sensor
was a mini seismic intrusion detector (MINISID). Unlike other sensors employed along the trail, it was specifically designed to be handed and embedded. Mini SID and its smaller version microsideHuman detection devices often used in combination with magnetic intrusion detectors
(MAGID). This combination of sensors improves the ability of individual sensors to detect targets and reduces false alarms. Today's AN/GSQ-187 improved remote battlefield sensor system (I-R) is a passive acoustic sensor in which other MASINT sensors detect vehicles and humans on
the battlefield,[19] multiple acoustic, seismic and magnetic sensors combine modes to identify the actual target. SR units are routine not only to install such sensors for regional monitoring by remote sensing centers at higher headquarters, but also to improve them over improvised warnings
for tripwires and other patrols. Passive acoustic sensors provide additional measurements that can be used to compare with signatures and complement other sensors. For example, ground search radar may not be able to distinguish between tanks and trucks traveling at the same speed.
Adding acoustic information allows you to quickly distinguish between them. Capturing enemy equipment for Tequinto analysis is a basic SR mission. The capture of enemy equipment for inspection by Tequitech experts could be a major part of SR patrols and large-scale raids, such as the
World War II Operation Bite Raid on Saint-Juan Bruneval in France, to capture the German Würzburg radar. They also captured a German radar technician. In such an operation, a technical expert (flight sergeant C.W.H. Cox, a radar engineer) was attached to the SR unit. Technical
experts who are not SR trained may perform their first parachute jumps on TECHINT-oriented missions. Cox told them what to take and what it couldn't move into the photo. Cox has significant knowledge of britain's radar and, according to conflicting reports, was under orders to kill him
rather than capture him. This was probably a post-action rumor because Cox was a technician and a true radar expert who could not be captured, who stayed offshore but communicated with the assailants. The Preist was also equipped with ELINT equipment for radar information.
Publishing the operation helped British morale, but security was poor. If the force had destroyed the site and retreated without any notice, the Germans may have doubted what technology had been compromised. So the Germans reinforced the radar site, and the British recognized that
similar raids could be targeted, and moved the radar research center TRE inland. A mixture of SR, DA, and seizure opportunities characterized Operation Louster 53, originally planned as a mission to find and disable radar. It was an opportunity to capture the radar, flying overloaded
helicopters and returning the entire radar to an electronic TECHINT analyst. The Saeret Matkar Reconnaissance Unit was at the heart of this Israeli mission. Specific dataThe SR team can be assigned to observe and measure specific site or enemy facility information that takes place for
targeting, but in this case for ground operations rather than fire suppression. For example, a regular ground force might need a surveyed road and bridge to know if a heavy vehicle could cross it. SR may serve observation, photography and other measurements. You are an engineering
specialist and you need to augment your team, preferably from a special operations organization. SR commanders should ensure that such missions cannot be performed by organic reconnaissance or other elements of pilot force commanders supported by SR organizations, as well as
other assisted reconnaissance services such as IMINT. During the Falklands War in 1982, for example, the British Special Air Service used helicopters to conduct patrols of eight four people deep into enemy-held territory up to 20 miles (32 km) from their hiding place weeks before the
landing of a major conventional force. Each person carried equipment required for up to 25 days for resupply restrictions (the 7-day limit on traditional LRS patrols described above). These patrols investigated the main center of enemy activity. Patrols scouted Argentine positions at night and
then moved to distant observatories (OP) due to a lack of cover. The information collected was relayed to the fleet by a safe radio that is not impervious from SIGINT, which can find their OPs. There is no common understanding of the threat of direction discovery in Argentina, and different
teams have developed individual solutions. The value of the information and the stress of the SR team were enormous. Their activities, the forces restricted to its sensors, helped to develop accurate operational images to the contrary. [9]: 1-18 Attack Mission SR units can engage in the goal
of opportunity but the current doctrine emphasizes avoiding direct involvement, focusing instead on directing the air (e.g., GAPS as well as CAS), artillery, and other heavy fire support to targets. The doctrine of bringing increasingly accurate and powerful firepower has evolved significantly.
SR units are trained in targeted analysis that combines both engineer reconnaissance and special forces assessments to identify targets for subsequent attacks by fire support, conventional units, or special operations (i.e., direct action or unconventional warfare behind enemy lines). They
use CARVER mnmonics to evaluate targets:[21] Importance: How important is the target in a strategic context? How does its destruction affect other elements of the target system? Teams can reach or detect targets, keep them under appropriate time monitoring, and then detect
targets.After the target is struck?Recoverability: If the target is destroyed by fire support or direct action, in the case of a DA mission, can the enemy quickly repair, replace, or bypass it with minimal resources? Vulnerability: Do SRs (including DA) and support units have the ability to destroy
targets? Effect: Beyond pure military effect, what are the political, economic, legal, and psychological effects of destroying targets? Recognizability: Can a target be clearly recognized under general weather, light, and its terrain by SR and attack forces? There are some differences between
the general process of target acquisition target acquisition and the SR process: Traditional units identify targets that directly affect mission performance, and obtaining SR targets includes identifying strategically important enemy locations and resources over a much wider range. Examples
of difficult strategic goals included ho chi minh trail infrastructure and logistics concentration, and scud hunting during Operation Desert Storm. SR units detect, identify and find targets engaged by lethal or non-lethal attack systems under the control of higher headquarters. The SR also
provides information about the weather, unclear factors such as terrain masking and camouflage, friendly or civilian presence in the target area, and other information needed for targeting by an independent attack system. During Operation Desert Storm, senior U.S. commanders, Colin
Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf, objected to the use of ground troops to search for iraqi mobile SCUD launchers. Under Israeli pressure, sending its own SOF team to western Iraq, and under the recognition that the BRITISH SAS was already hunting SCUDs, U.S. Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney proposed using the SAS with the U.S. SR team. A senior British officer in the Coalition, Peter de la Billiere, himself a former SAS commander, was well disposed of for using the SAS. Schwarzkopf was generally known to oppose SOF, but Cheney approved the use of U.S. SOFs to
look for launchers. On February 7, the US SR team joined the UK team in the hunt for the mobile scud launcher. Open source provides relatively little operational information about U.S. SOF activities in western Iraq. However, some basic elements have emerged. Air Force MH-53J Pavelow
and Army MH-47E helicopters operating at night ferry SOF ground teams and their specially equipped four-wheel drive vehicles from bases in Saudi Arabia to Iraq. SOF personnel patrolled at night and hid during the day [when targets were discovered, ground forces and air force combat
control teams communicatedRadio to AWACS. Directing a fire support SR back to Vietnam was much more powerful when it directed external firepower at the target rather than engaging it with its own weapons. Vietnam's early coordination of SR and air support depended on visual and
voice communications, without electronics, to accurate delivery. The SR team was killed in throwing colored smoke grenades as a visual reference, but to do so they had to be dangerously close to the enemy. A slightly improved method included instructing forward air traffic controllers to fire
rockets at targets, but this method was error-tinged. In Vietnam, assistance was usually provided by aircraft, but in some cases the target may be within artillery range. Today, the distance the SR team invades is usually outside the artillery range, but ground-launched missiles may support
them. In each case, the support instructions depended on one of two basic guidance paradigms: Go-On-To-Target (GOT) for mobile targets and Go-on-target-in-space (GOLIS) for fixed targets, assuming that for proximity air support, a rapid change in tactical situation was assumed,
including a sudden change in geometry between friendly forces and targets. When an attack is guided from the ground, the target is directly illuminated in an equivalent way of targeting a virtual hit me here virtual display, such as a laser specifier. Post Strike Reconnaissance This section
requires additional citations for verification. Improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unso supplied materials may be challenged and removed. (May 2014) Post-strike reconnaissance (to see how and when to delete this template message) is a visual, photo, and/or
electronic surveillance of a specific point or area of operational or strategic significance that has been attacked to measure results. SR units carry out these missions when traditional ground forces, local scouts and other systems under the control of higher headquarters such as aviation,
and UAVs, and national-level intelligence gathering capabilities are unable to obtain the necessary information. How to operate This section requires additional citations for validation. Improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unso supplied materials may be challenged and
removed. (May 2014) Their mission (to see how and when to delete this template message) is not to engage in direct combat. It may be observed and reported, and may include air or artillery fire with instructions against enemy positions. If the latter is, the patrol still trys to keep the secret.
The idea is that the enemy obviously knows they are being attacked, but who is heading the fire. It is rare for a man to do something special.Mission, it happens. More generally, the smallest unit is a two-person sniper team. The basic task of a sniper team is to shoot enemy personnel and
equipment, but they are skilled at concealment and observation and can carry out pure reconnaissance missions for a limited period of time. The U.S. Marine Corps often separates organic sniper teams into combat units to establish clandestin observatories. Marine Corps Reconnaissance
Greenside Operation is an operation in which no combat is expected. U.S. Army Special Forces SR operations are generally built around 12 detachments or six split A detachments, and the U.S. Army Long Range Surveillance Team is a team of six. The UK Special Air Services business
will be built from a four-person unit. Depending on the intrusion training and resources, special reconnaissance teams can enter the area of operation in many ways. They may stay behind, where units remain hidden in territory expected to be overrun by deliberately advancing enemy forces.
They are likely to infiltrate on foot, used when the enemy is not fully looking at their lines, so that skilled soldiers can move their front lines and penetrate enemy ones as small units. Such movements occur most often at night. They may have mechanical help such as tactical four-wheel drive
vehicles (such as dune buggies or long wheelbase Land Rovers) and motorcycles. British Special Air Services returned to North Africa in The Second World War and pioneered in vehicle SR. In desert storms, U.S. SR forces used medium and heavy helicopters to carry them to vehicles for
scud hunts. U.S. Army Special Forces working with the Northern Alliance of Afghanistan may ride horses and have the capacity of other packs and riding animals. The SR unit can be moved by air. They can use a variety of helicopter techniques, using ropes, ladders, or fast downboarding
at high-speed exits at night. Alternatively, you can lower your parachute, usually at night, and use HALO or HAHO jumping techniques to prevent the plane from alerting the enemy. Properly trained and equipped SR personnel can come at sea. They can use boats across inland water or
from surface ships or from boats launched by helicopter. Another option is underwater travel, swimming and delivery vehicles, and travel from submarines or offshore surface vessels. Some highly trained troops, such as THE US Navy SEAL and the British Special Boat Service, parachute
into open water, go underwater and swim towards their targets. Support units on short missions can carry all their own supplies, but longer missions will require resupply. Usually, the SR unit is used in the area of operation and is very comfortable with local food if necessary. Since even the
safest radios can be detected and positioned (even when using technically advanced aerial and space receivers), it is recommended that transmissions be carried out as short and accurately as possible. 1A shortened message is to define a set of code for various pre-placed device
packages. Starting with an A may be an ammunition, an F for food, or an M for medical use. Burst transmission is another wireless security technology. When long-term or long-term patrols require resupply, various techniques are used, including security trade-offs, the scope and stealth of
the resupply platform, and the type and amount of resupply required. If the SR Patrol is in an area where the enemy knows there may be some sort of patrol activity, the helicopter will only mislead the enemy and could do a lot of quick touchdowns except for one. If the enemy knows that
some patrols exist but is reasonably confident that they are not where, the helicopter may be more likely to observe some touchdowns, but may even leave booby-trapped supplies. It may be necessary to replace injured personnel and sometimes evacuate. In some extreme situations,
wounded personnel who are strongly dependent on a particular organization and are unable to travel may be killed on their own side, to avoid capture, perhaps under torture, to avoid compromise on special reconnaissance missions. Killing wounded personnel is described as a hallmark of
the Soviet and Russian Spetsnaz doctrines. The variant described for U.S. personnel was described by MACV SOG officers to U.S. forward air traffic controllers, If we determine that there is no way to influence your rescue [in Cambodia], I would order gunships to fire at you to prevent the
enemy from reaching out to you. Once they keep you alive, I can't risk anyone on the (reconnaissance) team compromising.[17]: 304-305 U.S. Marines from the 3rd Reconnaissance Battalion practicing special purpose insertion and extraction in 2006. Most of the same methods used for
infiltration can be used for infiltration. Troops staying behind may wait until friendly troops arrive in their area. One of the more common means of spillage is special operations helicopters. There are some techniques that do not require a helicopter to land, with the SR team using harnesses
on ropes and rope ladders and flying out to areas where helicopters come safely. Small helicopters like the MH-6 have benches outside the cabin, where trained soldiers can jump in and strap quickly. Communications and Electronics This section requires additional citations for verification.
Improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unso supplied materials may be challenged and removed. (May 2014) Without modern military electronics, sometimes civilian electronics, modern SRs are radically different from the special soldiers who took on such dangerous
missions (see how and when to delete this template message), but with unreliable communications and the constant danger of being placed through them.Electronics is not the only significant advance. Navigation systems such as GPS have huge value backing up to them. Gps tells the
patrol its location, but laser rangers and other equipment can tell the exact location of the target to send to the fire support unit. Mechanisms such as strong encryption, electronic protection, and burst transmission play a role in reducing the chances of being placed everywhere. The current
trend of secure communication with enough light and flexibility for SR patrols to carry is based on the evolving concept of software-defined radios. The highly flexible Integrated Tactical Radio System (JTRS) is deployed with NATO special operations forces and can provide the possibility of
being less likely to intercept encrypted communications between ground-to-aircraft or ground-to-satellite ground units. The SR team can run on multiple networks using the same radio, reducing the number of spare radios. Some of the attackers in the Song Tay raid carried as many as five
radios. JTRS is tightly integrated with the target designor that plugs into it so that no separate radio is required to communicate with the precision guided er bullets launcher. Unmanned aerial vehicles obviously require more technology than electronics, but not only the availability of human
portable UAVs for launch by patrol, but communication between patrols and high-performance UAVs could bring radically new tactical doctrines. Software radios, along with standard information exchange protocols such as JTIDS Link 16, enable proper communication and situation
recognition, reducing the possibility of fratricas across multiple military services. The same basic electronic device [25] can be an Air Force Situational Awareness Data Link (SADL) device that communicates between aircraft with close air support, but can also exchange mission data with
Army Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPPLRS) equipment. Again, the same basic equipment interconnects the EPLRS ground unit. Reporting during and after a mission This section requires additional citations for validation. Improve this article by adding citations to trusted
sources. Unso supplied materials may be challenged and removed. (May 2014) The reporting meeting (to see how and when to delete this template message) may be held by a HUMINT officer in your organization who is most familiar with information gathering techniques. Information from
SR Patrol may contribute to the collection of HUMINT, but depending on the mission, it may also contribute to IMINT, TECHINT, SIGINT and MASINT. SR personnel generally report basic information, which can be expressed in SALUTE mnmonic size.Location unit time equipment. They
provide map overlays, photos, and UAV/IMINT, SIGINT or MASINT extensions, when they have sensor data. However, SR units are trained in much more advanced reporting, such as multiple map overlays of targets, communication lines, and civilian and friendly concentrations. You can
also perform target analysis or graph various activities on a polar chart centered on any reference or primary target. Example Unit Many countries have units with official special reconnaissance roles: Australia: Special Air Service Regiment Bangladesh: SWADS 1st Paracommand Battalion
Brazil: Parachute Infantry Brigade (Brigada de Infantalia Para Quedista) Special Operations Command (Comodo de Operasoes Espe) Shears) Marine Corps Special Operations Battalion (Batalan de Operas Eska Desi Bataljan Tonerello) Canada: Canadian Special Operations Regiment
Joint Task Force 2 Denmark: Jaeger Korpset Furomanset Sirius Patrol (Two Arctic Patrols) Special Assistance and Reconnaissance Company. France: 1st Marine Infantry Parachute Regiment 13th Parachute Dragoon Regiment Commando Parachute Group Georgia: Special Operations
Forces National Security Service Greek Special Paratroopers (ETA - Aidiko Tomima Aleximpton) India: Paralamms Marcos Special Frontier Unit Garud Commando Force Gartak Platoon Indonesia: Copassus Combat Reconnaissance Platoon (Ton) Tayfib Kopasca Ireland: Army Ranger
Wing (ARW) Army Officers Israel: Saeret Matt Cal Shardag Unit Saletet 13 Magran Italia: 185th Parachute Regiment Special Reconnaissance and Target Acquisition Lithuania: Lithuania Special Operations Forces New Zealand: 1st New Zealand Special Air Forces Pakistan: Pakistan Army
Special Services Group (SSG)[26] Black Stork Pakistan Naval Special Services Group Navy (SSGN)[27][28] Pakistan Air Force Special Service Wing (SSW)[29] Poland::Grom 1 Puuk Puik Pushjarny Commandov Portugal: Tropas De Operasoes Espessier (Special Operations Forces)
Precursor Aeroterest (Air and Land Pathfinder) Destaste de Asoes Espese (Naval Special Action Separation) Russia: Federal Security Service FSB Alpha Group General Directorate A FSB Special Purpose Center (TsSN FSB) is an elite, single special forces unit. The Vimpel Group General
Directory V of the FSB Special Purpose Center (TsSN FSB) is an elite, stand-alone sub-unit of Russian special forces. Army of Special Operations Forces of the Russian Federation: Special Forces at strategic level: Spetsnaz GRU 2nd, 3rd, 10th, 14th, 16th, 22nd, 24th, 346th Specsnaz
Brigade (obrSpN): Ground Forces Special Forces 45th Guard Spatsnaz Brigade Spetnaz VDV: Under the direct command of Chief of Staff Spetsnaz Gul:Special Forces (orpSpN) Russian Army Frog 42nd, 420th, 431st, 561st Naval Reconnaissance Specsnaz Point (omrpSpN):
Personnel/units of navy special forces Rasvedka military intelligence within a larger formation of ground troops, paratroopers and marines. Division information battalion, brigade reconnaissance company, regimental reconnaissance platoon. Regular army special units with reconnaissance-
focused training (pathfinder-like formations attached to other units. not special forces). Mascot: Bat. Sri Lanka: Sri Lanka Army Command Regiment Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment Special Boat Squadron (Sri Lanka) Sri Lankan Air Force Regiment Special Forces Sweden:
Operation Zarskeida Gruppen (Special Operations Task Group) Anderel batellar Jonen (Special Re) Consans and Information Battalion Kushja garna (Coastal Rangers) Falls Kalm Jagalna (Parachute Ranger) United Kingdom: British Army Military Special Air Service (SAS) Special
Reconnaissance Regiment (SRR) Pathfinder Platoon 4/7 Special Observation Post Battery RA Honorary Artillery Company Royal Navy Special Boat Service (SBS) 30 Commando Information Exploitation Group Royal Marines UNITED STATES: U.S. Air Force Special Forces Special
Tactical Squadron U.S. Air Force Special Forces Operations Squad Delta (Airborne)/ Delta U.S. Army 75th Ranger Regiment (U.S. Army Ranger) U.S. Army 75th Ranger Regiment, Regimental Reconnaissance Company (RRC) U.S. Army Battlefield Surveillance Brigade (BfSB) U.S. Army
BfSB Reconnaissance Surveillance Squadron (R&amp;S Squadron) U.S. Army Long Range Surveillance (LRS) Unit U.S. Army LRS Unit U.S. Army LRS Separated U.S. Army L RS Unit U.S. Army LRS Unit U.S. Army LRS Team U.S. Army Infantry Reconnaissance U.S. Army Intelligence
Support Operations (USAISA) / Operations U.S. Army Special Forces Special Forces (Green Berets) U.S. Army Special Operations Team Alpha U.S. Intelligence Community Central Military Agency (CIA Special Operations Division), Special Operations Group (SOG) Defense Force
Coalition Special Operations Special Collection Service, CIA-NSA Joint Special Collection Service National Underwater Reconnaissance Bureau Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Hostage Rescue Team Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) SWAT Diplomatic Security Service (DSS)
U.S. Marine Corps U.S. Marine Corps Division Reconnaissance (Division Reconnaissance/Mentor Reconnaissance) U.S. Marine Corps Reconnaissance (Troop Reconnaissance/Force Reconnaissance/FORECON) U.S. Marine Corps(LAR) Battalion U.S. Marine Corps Radio
Reconnaissance Platoon U.S. Marine Corps Scout Sniper Platoon U.S. Marine Corps Surveillance Target Acquisition (STA) Platoon U.S. Marine Raider Regiment (U.S. Marine Raider Regiment) U.S. Navy Navy Special War Development Group (DEVGRU) / SEAL Team 6 U.S. Navy
Seabe Engineer Reconnaissance Team (SERT) Navy SWCC Naval Seals Information Gathering Management Intelligence Gathering Management Special Activities Division SEAL Team 6 See Convention on Land War Laws and Customs (IV) and Annexes: Rules on Land War Laws and
Customs, Article 29. International Red Cross Society. October 18, 1907. Acquired on November 11, 2007. ^ a b Fourth Geneva Convention against the Protection of Civilians in Times of War, August 12, 1949, Article 29. International Red Cross Society. Acquired on November 11, 2007. ^
Finland. The Great Soviet Encyclopedia. Macmillan Publishers. 1974. ISBN 0028800109. [Need page] ^ Ancony, Robert C., Lupus: Diary of a Ranger Tet, Ke San, A Shaw, Quantoli, Revised Ed, Roman &amp; Littlefield Publishing Group, Lanham, MD (required pages) www.military.com .
Acquired on December 2, 2017. Missing or empty |title= (Help) ^ Army Department. Field Manual 7-93 - Long range surveillance unit operation reconnaissance and surveillance unit. ^ b Svorov, Viktor (1990). Spetsnaz: The backstory of soviet special forces. Pocket. ISBN 0-671-68917-7.
[Page required] ^ William J. Perry. 1996 Defense Report Chapter 22 Special Operations Forces Acquired 2007-11-11. ^ a b c d Field Manual 31-20-5 - Special Reconnaissance Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Special Forces. March 7, 1990. FM 31-20-5.Originally archived on May
4, 2008. Acquired 2007-11-11. ^ U.S. Marine Corps, Special Operations Command (MARSOC) (PDF). Archived from the original (PDF) in 2007-12-16. Acquired 2007-11-17. ^ FM 3-05.102 Army Special Forces Information (PDF). July 2001. ^ L3/Linkerbit Communications. Acquired
AN/PRD-13 (V1) Manportable Signal Intelligence System.^18 (UKSF) Signal Regiment.2007-11-16. ^ Task Force Black. eliteukforces.info. 2007-11-16 ^ Army (September 30, 1991). 4: Information and electronic war support for special forces groups (airborne). FM 34-36: Special Operations



Forces Intelligence and Electronic Combat Operations. [Page required] ^ b c RoseNow, William (2000). Special Operations Forces and Elusive Enemy Ground Targets: Lessons from Vietnam and the Persian Gulf War, U.S. Ground Operations Against the Ho Chi Minh Trail, 1966-1972Land
Co., Ltd. acquired 2007-11-11. The citation journal is | (1997). Apollo Warriors: U.S. Air Force Special Operations during the Cold War (PDF). Archived from the original (PDF) on October 17, 2004 by Ayr University Press. Acquired 2007-11-16. ^ John T. Correll (November 2004). Igloo White
Air Force Magazine. 87 (11). Archived from the original (–Scholar Search) on September 30, 2007. ^ CACI (April 9, 2002). Acquired Improvement of AN/GSQ-187 Remote Battlefield Sensor System (I-R Embassy) 2007-10-15. ^ b c Paul, James. Operation Bruneval, February 27/28, 1942,
Paul. Acquired 2007-11-10. ^ a b Joint Chiefs of Staff (1993). Co-publication 3-05.5: Targeting special operations and mission planning procedures (PDF) 2007-11-13. ^ Gordon, Michael R.; Trainer, Bernard E. (1995). General's War: The Story Behind the Gulf Conflict. Little, Brown and
Company. ^ Ripley, Tim Scud Hunting: Countering Theatrical Ballistic Missiles (PDF). Archived from the original (PDF) of Lancaster University Center for Defense and International Security Studies 2008-02-27. Acquired 2007-11-11. ^ Douglas C. Waller (1994).Commando: The Story
Behind America's Secret Soldiers. Dell Publishing. ^ Joint Combat ID by Situational Awareness. Acquired 2010-08-05. ^ ^ Baroque, Kaimuari. Commando from beyond the silence of the sea (.watch). www.youtube.com. Acquired on February 10, 2019. ^ Khan, Wajahat Sed (April 12, 2011).
Special Service Group (Navy) - Pakistan - Documentary (.watch). www.youtube.com Karachi, Sindha, Pakistan: Navy ISPR. Acquired on February 10, 2019. ^ External Link Long Range Surveillance: A true test for the quiet pro eyes behind the line: U.S. Army Long Range Reconnaissance
and Surveillance Unit U.S. Army Field Manual 7-93 Long Range Surveillance Unit Operations. (FM 7-93) U.S. Army Long Range Surveillance Unit Operational Field Manual in PDF download. (FM 7-93) This manual provides doctrines, tactics, techniques, and procedures on how long-range
surveillance units conduct combat operations as part of the Army's new Battlefield Surveillance Brigade. LRSU: Commander's Eye by Mike Giffords International Special Training Center and NATO Sergeant Brent W. Dick and Kevin M. Lydon Ride with Possession Part I is 30 years teaching
special forces by Maj Jennifer Johnson (2) July 2, 2009)
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